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Abstract
Phylogenetic trees are an important tool to help in the understanding of relationships between objects that evolve through time,
in particular molecular sequences. In this paper, we consider two descendent subtree-comparison problems on phylogenetic trees.
Given a set of k phylogenetic trees whose leaves are drawn from {1, 2, . . . , n} and the leaves for two arbitrary trees are not necessary
the same, we first present a linear-time algorithm to final all the maximal leaf-agreement descendent subtrees. Based on this result,
we also present a linear-time algorithm to find all the maximal leaf-agreement isomorphic descendent subtrees.
c© 2006 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Biological science has shown that all species of organisms that live on earth undergo a slow transformation process
through the ages. This process is said to be evolution. One of the central problems in biology is to explain the
evolutionary history of today’s species and, in particular, how species relate to one another in terms of common
ancestors. This is usually done by constructing trees, whose leaves represent present-day species and whose internal
nodes represent hypothesized ancestors. These kinds of trees are called phylogenetic trees [28]. Phylogenetic trees
are widely used for classifying hierarchical relations between different species [7,14,18]. Different methods of
classification may lead to different trees. It is natural to try to resolve differing phylogenetic trees in a manner
that will increase our confidence in the results. There are quite a few phylogenetic inference methods, for example,
maximum parsimony, maximum likelihood, distance matrix fitting, subtrees consistency, and quarter based methods,
proposed in the literature [1,3,12,13,16,27,29]. There were also many previous works for inferring the consensus tree
from a profile of trees [2,5,7,10]. Among them, many extensive studies focused on the maximum agreement subtree
problem (MAST) [2,4,6,10,11,21,23]: given a set of rooted trees whose leaves are drawn from the same set of items
I An extended abstract of this paper appeared in Proceedings of the 26th Conference on Foundations of Software Technology and Theoretical
Computer Science (FSTTCS 2006, Kolkata, India), Lecture Notes in Computer Science 4337, pp. 164–175, 2006.
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of size n, find the largest subset of items such that the portions of the trees restricted to the subset are isomorphic.
It was shown that the problem is NP-hard even for three unbounded degree trees [2]. There were polynomial-time
algorithms for three or more bounded degree trees [2,10], even though the time complexity is exponential in the
bound for the degree. However, there are efficient algorithms for the MAST on two trees [6,11,21]: Farach and
Thorup [11] presented a O(n1.5 log n)-time algorithm for two arbitrary degree trees. Cole et al. [6] proved that the
MAST on two binary trees can be found in O(n log n) time, while the MAST on two degree d trees can be found in
O(min{√dn log2 n, dn log n log d}) time. Recently, Kao et al. [21] proved that the MAST on two degree d trees can
be solved in O(
√
dn log 2nd ) time, which is O(n log n) if d = O(1) and O(n1.5) if d is unrestricted.
There are quite a few applications, e.g. compiler design, symbolic computation, theory of programming, and
molecular biology, need to extract highly similar structures among a set of trees [9,20,22,24,25]. Instead of facing
the known algorithmic difficulties of the MAST problem, we consider two descendent subtree-comparison problems
which have applications to analyze the evolution and co-evolution gene clustering of genomic sequences [19,26].
Given a set of k phylogenetic trees such that the corresponding sets of species (leaves) of two arbitrary trees are not
necessarily the same, the first problem, namely the maximal leaf-agreement descendent subtree (MLADS) problem,
attempts to find maximal k subtrees from the given trees such that the leaves of these subtrees are all the same.
Here the adjective “maximal” means that each obtained subtree is not contained in another subtree possessing the
same property. The second problem, namely the maximal leaf-agreement isomorphic descendent subtree (MLAIDS)
problem, attempts to find maximal k subtrees from the given trees such that not only the leaves but also the structures of
these subtrees are all the same. We formally define the two problems as follows. Let T be a phylogenetic tree (rooted
tree) with at most n leaves such that each leaf is labelled with a distinct number in {1, 2, . . . , n}. The descendent
subtree rooted at v, denoted by T [v], is the tree induced by descendants of v, rooted at v. A subtree rooted at v is a
connected subgraph of T [v] reserving the same parent–child relation as T [v]. Let L(T [v]) = {x | x is a leaf of T [v]}.
We also use L(T ) to denote the leaves of T . Two trees Ti [vi ] and T j [v j ] are said to be leaf-agreement isomorphic,
denoted by Ti [vi ] ∼= T j [v j ], if either vi ∈ Ti and v j ∈ T j are two leaves with the same label, or the children of vi
and the children of v j can be put into one-to-one correspondence such that Ti [vi1 ] ∼= T j [v j1 ], Ti [vi2 ] ∼= T j [v j2 ], . . . ,
and Ti [vim ] ∼= T j [v jm ], where {vi1 , vi2 , . . . , vim } and {v j1 , v j2 , . . . , v jm } are the children of vi and v j , respectively.
Let T1, T2, . . . , Tk be a set of k phylogenetic trees. For two k-tuples (u1, u2, . . . , uk) and (v1, v2, . . . , vk), where
ui , vi ∈ Ti , we say that (u1, u2, . . . , uk) properly contains (v1, v2, . . . , vk) if each Ti [vi ] is a descendent subtree
of Ti [ui ] for all 1 ≤ i ≤ k. Two k-tuples (u1, u2, . . . , uk) and (v1, v2, . . . , vk) are said to be disjoint if each of
{ui , vi } is not an ancestor of the other in Ti , for all 1 ≤ i ≤ k. A k-tuple (v1, v2, . . . , vk), where vi ∈ Ti , is said to
be a leaf-agreement k-tuple if L(T1[v1]) = L(T2[v2]) = · · · = L(Tk[vk]). It is further said to be a maximal leaf-
agreement k-tuple if it is a leaf-agreement k-tuple and there is no other leaf-agreement k-tuple properly containing
(v1, v2, . . . , vk). A k-tuple (v1, v2, . . . , vk), where vi ∈ Ti , is said to be a leaf-agreement isomorphic k-tuple if
T1[v1] ∼= T2[v2] ∼= · · · ∼= Tk[vk]. It is further said to be a maximal leaf-agreement isomorphic k-tuple if it is
a leaf-agreement isomorphic k-tuple and there is no other leaf-agreement isomorphic k-tuple properly containing
(v1, v2, . . . , vk). Fig. 1 illustrates the above definitions. Note that the MLADS problem is equivalent to the problem
of finding all the maximal leaf-agreement k-tuples among the given k phylogenetic trees, and the MLAIDS problem
is equivalent to the problem of finding all the maximal leaf-agreement isomorphic k-tuples. The problems of finding
all the leaf-agreement k-tuples and all the leaf-agreement isomorphic k-tuples among the given k phylogenetic trees
with the same set of specifies have been considered in [24].
The MLAIDS problem is one type of problem of matching trees and testing their equivalence (see [31], pp. 151–
254, for a survey). Several relevant works are presented in the literature [8,15,30]. Given a rooted tree T whose nodes
have no labels, Dinitz [8] presented a linear time algorithm for the subtree isomorphism problem by partitioning the
set of rooted subtrees of into isomorphism equivalence classes. In the process of their algorithm, a distinct integer,
called the canonical index, is assigned to each equivalence class of subtrees of a given tree. Their algorithm then labels
each vertex v by the index of the equivalence class of the subtree rooted at v. Thus two subtrees are isomorphic if and
only if their roots are assigned the same index. However, the above algorithm needs a complicated data structure to
implement it. Moreover, the input instance of the above problem is different from the MLAIDS problem and thus the
method in [8] seems not to be directly applied to solve the MLAIDS problem. Grossi [15] considered the problem of
finding common subtrees on two “ordered” trees: given two arbitrary ordered trees T and R, |V (T )| ≥ |V (R)|, whose
nodes are labelled over an alphabet set A, the author presented an algorithm to detect all the common subtrees of T
and R, that is, the subtrees having the same structure and the same labels on the corresponding nodes in O(|V (T )|)
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Fig. 1. In (a), the pair (d, e) is a leaf-agreement pair, but it is not maximal because (c, f ) is a leaf-agreement pair which properly contains (d, e).
Pair (c, f ) is a maximal leaf-agreement pair. In (b), since leaf 3 has a sibling 11 (respectively, 12) in T1 (respectively, T2), pair (d, e) is not a leaf-
agreement isomorphic pair. In (c), (b, b) is a leaf-agreement isomorphic pair, but it is not maximal because (a, a) is a leaf-agreement isomorphic
pair which properly contains (b, b). Pair (a, a) is a maximal leaf-agreement isomorphic pair.
time if the size of A is finite, and O(|V (T )| logmin(|A|, |V (T )|)) time otherwise. This method cannot be used to
solve the MLAIDS problem because the input is restricted to ordered trees and the subtree R matches a portion of T
that cannot be a whole subtree and the leaves of R are allowed to match internal nodes of T . The bottom-up unordered
maximum common subtree isomorphism problem considered in [31] is quite similar to the MLAIDS problem on two
trees. However, the goal is not to find exactly one maximum subtree, but rather all maximal subtrees. Moreover, the
time complexity of the proposed algorithm is a square of the input size [31].
In this paper, we present a simple and efficient algorithm to solve the MLAIDS problem. By utilizing a bottom-up
tree traversal and the quick method of finding the least common ancestor [17], we first solve the MLADS problem
in linear time. Based on this result, we further solve the MLAIDS problem in linear time. The rest of this paper is
organized as follows. In Section 2, some necessary notations and definitions are introduced. In Section 3, we present
a linear-time algorithm for transforming the input instance, which can help to solve the problems. In Section 4, a
linear-time algorithm for the MLADS problem is presented. In Section 5, a linear-time algorithm for the MLAIDS
problem is presented. Finally, some concluding remarks are given in Section 6.
2. Preliminaries
Consider a rooted (unbounded degree) tree T . Let root(T ) denote the root of T . For a node v in T , any node y on
the unique path from root(T ) to v is called an ancestor of v. If y is an ancestor of v, then v is a descendant of y. Note
that every node is both an ancestor and a descendant of itself. If y is an ancestor of v and v 6= y, then y is a proper
ancestor of v and v is a proper descendant of y. If the last edge on the path from root(T ) to a node x is (y, x), then
y is the parent of x , and x is a child of y. If two nodes have the same parent, then they are siblings. In this paper, we
assume that each internal node of T has at least two children; thus the total size of T is bounded by O(n), where n is
the number of leaves in T .
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Algorithm RECONSTRUCTING TREES
Input: A set of k phylogenetic trees T1, T2, . . . , Tk with L(Ti ) ⊆ {1, 2, . . . , n};
Output: A set of k auxiliary trees T 1,T2, . . . ,Tk with L(T1) = L(T2) = · · · = L(Tk ).
1: for each Ti , 1 ≤ i ≤ k, do
2: for each v /∈⋂kj=1 L(T j ) do
3: delete v together with their ancestors
4: let Ti1 , Ti2 , . . . , Tiq be the resulting rooted descendent subtrees of Ti
5: if q > 1 then
6: make a pseudo-root ri and let it be the common parent of Ti1 , Ti2 , . . . , Tiq
7: return the resulting tree Ti
8: else
9: Ti ← Ti F return the original tree
10: Output k auxiliary trees T1,T2, . . . ,Tk .
Fig. 2. Algorithm RECONSTRUCTING TREES.
Fig. 3. In (a), all paths from inactive nodes to the root are illustrated by bold lines. Those nodes are deleted after executing Algorithm
RECONSTRUCTING TREES. An auxiliary tree constructed from (a) is illustrated in (b).
For a k-tuple (v1, v2, . . . , vk), the i th position of the tuple is called the i th dimension. Given a set of k phylogenetic
trees T1, T2, . . . , Tk with L(Ti ) ⊆ {1, 2, . . . , n}, a leaf v ∈ L(Ti ), 1 ≤ i ≤ k, is said to be inactive if no proper
ancestor of v can appear in the i th dimension of a leaf-agreement (leaf-agreement isomorphic) k-tuple. A node x is
further said to be unnecessary if it is inactive or it is a proper ancestor of an inactive leaf. Let χ(Ti ) be the set of
unnecessary nodes of Ti .
Proposition 1.
⋃k
i=1 L(Ti )−
⋂k
i=1 L(Ti ) ⊆
⋃k
i=1 χ(Ti ).
Proof. Straightforward. 
The level of each node v ∈ T , denoted by level(v), is the distance (number of edges) between v and the root. The
least common ancestor (lca) of two nodes u and v in a rooted tree T is the node w that is an ancestor of both u and
v and that has the greatest level in T , i.e., w is the first encountered common node by traversing paths from u and
v to the root. For a set of nodes U = {u1, u2, . . . , u p} in a rooted tree T , lcaT (U ) is used to denote an ancestor of
u1, u2, . . . , u p that has the greatest depth in T , i.e., lcaT (U ) is the first encountered common node by traversing paths
from u1, u2, . . . , u p to the root.
3. Pruning trees
The concept of our pruning algorithm presented in Fig. 2 is to delete those inactive nodes satisfying the condition
of Proposition 1, together with their ancestors (without deleting all the inactive nodes). After pruning, all the resulting
trees have the same leaves; we then further process these trees using algorithms described in Sections 4 and 5.
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Fig. 3 illustrates the idea of Algorithm RECONSTRUCTING TREES. After deleting the inactive leaves together with
their ancestors from each phylogenetic tree Ti , the original tree may result in several rooted descendent subtrees. In
this case, a pseudo-root is created for merging these descendent subtrees to form an auxiliary tree Ti . The following
two lemmas show that the input instance transformation using Algorithm RECONSTRUCTING TREES does not affect
the solutions of the MLADS and MLAIDS problems.
Lemma 1. After executing Algorithm RECONSTRUCTING TREES for the input instance transformation, finding
maximal leaf-agreement k-tuples on T1, T2, . . . , Tk is equivalent to finding the set of k-tuples S on T1, T2, . . . , Tk ,
where S = {(x1, x2, . . . , xk)| (x1, x2, . . . , xk) is a leaf-agreement k-tuple, and there is no other leaf-agreement
k-tuple (y1, y2, . . . , yk) which properly contains (x1, x2, . . . , xk), where none of x1, x2, . . . , xk, y1, y2, . . . , yk are
pseudo-roots}.
Proof. Suppose that (v1, v2, . . . , vk) is a maximal leaf-agreement k-tuple on T1, T2, . . . , Tk . Clearly, L(T1[v1]) =
L(T2[v2]) = · · · = L(Tk[vk]) and each Ti [vi ], 1 ≤ i ≤ k, does not contain any inactive leaf in ⋃ki=1 L(Ti ) −⋂k
i=1 L(Ti ). By the execution of Algorithm RECONSTRUCTING TREES, we have the following two cases:
CASE 1. There is a descendent subtree Ti [vi ] such that the parent of root(Ti [vi ]) is an unnecessary node. In this
case, root(Ti [vi ]) is directly connected to the pseudo-root of Ti after executing the algorithm. If the k-tuple
(v1, v2, . . . , vk), where vi ∈ Ti , is also a maximal leaf-agreement k-tuple, then (v1, v2, . . . , vk) will be
definitely included in S. Otherwise, some Ti [vi ] is not a maximal leaf-agreement descendent subtree of Ti .
By the construction of the algorithm, the whole Ti is leaf-agreed with some other descendent subtrees in
T1, T2, . . . , Ti−1, Ti+1, Tk . By definition of S, (v1, v2, . . . , vk) will be also included in S.
CASE 2. All the parents of root(Ti [vi ])’s are not unnecessary nodes. In this case, each Ti [vi ] is still a descendent
subtree of Ti . It is not difficult to show by contradiction that there is no other k-tuple formed by non-pseudo-
roots properly containing (v1, v2, . . . , vk). Therefore, (v1, v2, . . . , vk) will be included in S.
On the other hand, suppose that (v1, v2, . . . , vk) is in S. Since each vi for all 1 ≤ i ≤ k, is not the pseudo-root
of Ti , Ti [vi ] is also a descendent subtree of Ti such that L(T1[v1]) = L(T2[v2]) = · · · = L(Tk[vk]) = L(T1[v1]) =
L(T2[v2]) = · · · = L(Tk[vk]). Moreover, if there is a leaf-agreement k-tuple (u1, u2, . . . , uk) which properly
contains (v1, v2, . . . , vk), then by the construction of Algorithm RECONSTRUCTING TREES, Ti [ui ](= Ti [ui ]) is
also a descendent subtree of Ti for 1 ≤ i ≤ k. This implies that there is a leaf-agreement k-tuple (u1, u2, . . . , uk),
where none of u1, u2, . . . , uk are pseudo-roots, which properly contains (v1, v2, . . . , vk). This contradicts the fact that
(v1, v2, . . . , vk) is in S. Therefore, (v1, v2, . . . , vk) is also a maximal leaf-agreement k-tuple on T1, T2, . . . , Tk . 
By a proof similar to that of Lemma 1, we have the following result.
Lemma 2. After executing Algorithm RECONSTRUCTING TREES for the input instance transformation, finding
maximal leaf-agreement isomorphic k-tuples on T1, T2, . . . , Tk is equivalent to finding the set of k-tuples S on
T1, T2, . . . , Tk , where S = {(x1, x2, . . . , xk)| (x1, x2, . . . , xk) is a leaf-agreement isomorphic k-tuple, and there is
no other leaf-agreement isomorphic k-tuple (y1, y2, . . . , yk) which properly contains (x1, x2, . . . , xk), where none of
x1, x2, . . . , xk, y1, y2, . . . , yk are pseudo-roots}.
We next show the time complexity of Algorithm RECONSTRUCTING TREES.
Lemma 3. Algorithm RECONSTRUCTING TREES can be implemented to run in O(kn) time.
Proof. We first describe our data structure. A rooted tree with unbounded degree is represented by the left-child,
right-sibling representation.1 Each node contains a parent pointer par, and root[T ] points to the root of tree T . Instead
of having a pointer to each of its children, however, each node x has only two pointers, in which left-child[x] points
to the leftmost child of node x , and right-sibling[x] points to the sibling of x immediately to the right. If node x
has no children, then left-child[x] = NIL (empty), and if node x is the rightmost child of its parent, then right-
sibling[x] = NIL. Note that this data structure uses only O(n) space.
1 For the remainder of this paper, a rooted tree is represented by this data structure.
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We next describe the implementation of our algorithm. For implementing lines 1–4, we first find all the leaves
in
⋂k
i=1 L(Ti ) using the auxiliary array W [i, j], where 1 ≤ i ≤ n and 1 ≤ j ≤ k, such that W [i, j] = 1 if tree
T j has a leaf labelled i (leaf i for short), and W [i, j] = 0 otherwise. For each index p ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}, we then
compute
∑k
q=1 W [p, q] in O(k) time. After this computation, if W [i, k] = k, then leaf i belongs to
⋂k
i=1 L(Ti ).
It needs O(kn) time. This implies that
⋃k
i=1 L(Ti ) −
⋂k
i=1 L(Ti ) can be found in O(kn) time. We then mark the
corresponding unnecessary nodes on Ti . For each node v ∈ ⋃ki=1 L(Ti ) −⋂ki=1 L(Ti ), we mark each ancestor of v
if it is unmarked, through pointer par() from v to the root. Since the number of nodes of Ti is bounded by O(n), this
operation on Ti takes O(n) time. Therefore, the unnecessary nodes of all the given k trees can be found in O(kn)
time. We then remove them from each Ti and obtain desired subtrees of Ti with the same time complexity.
We next describe the implementation of lines 5–10. During the above marking process, if there is an unmarked
node whose parent is marked in Ti , then create the pseudo-node ri . Then, for each unmarked node x whose parent is
marked, set par(x) to ri . This step can be implemented to run in O(kn) time for all trees. Note that the implementation
of line 10 is trivial. Therefore, Algorithm RECONSTRUCTING TREES can be implemented to run in O(kn) time. 
4. Solving the MLADS problem
In this section, we present a linear-time algorithm for finding maximal leaf-agreement k-tuples. Some useful
properties are first introduced. The following lemmas (Lemmas 4–8) are general enough for leaf-labelled trees,2
and thus they can be directly applied to phylogenetic trees (or auxiliary trees constructed using Algorithm
RECONSTRUCTING TREES).
Lemma 4. Let T1, T2, . . . , Tk be a set of leaf-labelled trees and let (u1, u2, . . . , uk) and (v1, v2, . . . , vk) be two
k-tuples, where ui and vi are two nodes of Ti for 1 ≤ i ≤ k. If there exists an integer 1 ≤ i ≤ k such that
L(T [ui ]) ∩ L(T [vi ]) 6= ∅, then either L(T [ui ]) ⊆ L(T [vi ]) or L(T [vi ]) ⊆ L(T [ui ]).
Proof. Since L(T [ui ]) ∩ L(T [vi ]) 6= ∅, it implies that ui is an ancestor of vi , or vi is an ancestor of ui . Without loss
of generality, assume the former holds. Let ` be any leaf descendent of vi . Then, ` is also a leaf descendent of ui .
Therefore, L(T [vi ]) ⊆ L(T [ui ]). 
From Lemma 4, we know that if L(T [u j ]) and L(T [v j ]) have a non-empty intersection, then one contains the
other. The following lemma is quite obvious.
Lemma 5. Let T1, T2, . . . , Tk be a set of leaf-labelled trees. If (u1, u2, . . . , uk) and (v1, v2, . . . , vk) are two leaf-
agreement k-tuples, where ui and vi are two nodes of Ti for 1 ≤ i ≤ k, then there are no distinct 1 ≤ i, j ≤ k such
that L(T [ui ]) ∩ L(T [vi ]) 6= ∅, and L(T [u j ]) and L(T [v j ]) are disjoint.
From Lemma 5, we know that if L(T [u j ]) and L(T [v j ]) have a non-empty intersection, then all the other pairs
L(T [ui ]) and L(T [vi ]) have non-empty intersections. By Lemma 5, we have the following immediate result.
Lemma 6. Let T1, T2, . . . , Tk be a set of leaf-labelled trees and let (u1, u2, . . . , uk) and (v1, v2, . . . , vk) be two leaf-
agreement k-tuples, where ui and vi are two nodes of Ti for 1 ≤ i ≤ k. If L(T [v j ]) and L(T [u j ]) are disjoint for
some j , then L(T [vi ]) and L(T [ui ]) are disjoint for all 1 ≤ i ≤ k.
Lemma 7. Let T1, T2, . . . , Tk be a set of leaf-labelled trees and let (u1, u2, . . . , uk) and (v1, v2, . . . , vk) be two leaf-
agreement k-tuples, where ui and vi are two nodes of Ti for 1 ≤ i ≤ k. If L(T [v j ]) ⊆ L(T [u j ]) for some j , then
L(T [vi ]) ⊆ L(T [ui ]) for all 1 ≤ i ≤ k.
Proof. By the fact that L(T [v1]) = L(T [v2]) = · · · = L(T [v j ]) = · · · = L(T [vk]) ⊆ L(T [u1]) = L(T [u2]) =
· · · = L(T [u j ]) = · · · = L(T [uk]), the result holds. 
Lemma 8. Let T1, T2, . . . , Tk be a set of leaf-labelled trees. For two arbitrary leaf-agreement k-tuples
(u1, u2, . . . , uk) and (v1, v2, . . . , vk), where ui and vi are two nodes of Ti for 1 ≤ i ≤ k, both are disjoint or
one properly contains the other.
2 A leaf-labelled tree means that a rooted tree whose leaves are associated with distinct labels.
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Algorithm MAXIMAL PAIRS(T1 ,T2)
Input: Two phylogenetic trees T1 and T2 with L(Ti ) ⊆ {1, 2, . . . , n};
Output: A set M of maximal leaf-agreement pairs.
1: Apply Algorithm RECONSTRUCTING TREES to generate two auxiliary trees T1 and T2.
2: Compute a set of leaf-agreement pairs S = {(v1, f1,2(v1))| |L(T1[v1])| = |L(T2[ f1,2(v1)])|}. Let each node in the output pairs be a candidate.F this step can be carried out by a bottom-up evaluation of trees using Lemma 9
3: T ← T1
4: for each node v in increasing order of level(v) of the current tree T do F compute targets of T1
5: if v is a candidate and it is not the pseudo-root then
6: mark v and delete all the nodes of T [v]
7: T ← T − T [v]
8: Output M = {(x, y)| (x, y) ∈ S and x is marked}
Fig. 4. Algorithm MAXIMAL PAIRS(T1, T2).
Proof. By Lemmas 4–7, the result holds. 
Given two phylogenetic trees T1 and T2 with the same leaves L(T1) = L(T2), we define a function f1,2 : V (T1)→
V (T2) such that f1,2(x) = y = lcaT2(L(T1[x])). It is not difficult to prove the following lemma, which is useful to
our algorithm.
Lemma 9 ([24]). Let T1 and T2 be two phylogenetic trees with L(T1) = L(T2), and x be a node in T1 with children
x1, x2, . . . , xm . Then,
• f1,2(x) = lcaT2( f1,2(x1), f1,2(x2), . . . , f1,2(xm)).• L(T1[x]) = L(T2[ f1,2(x)]) iff |L(T1[x])| = |L(T2[ f1,2(x)])|.
In what follows, we first present a linear-time algorithm shown in Fig. 4 to find maximal leaf-agreement 2-tuples
(pairs) on two trees, and then extend it to compute maximal leaf-agreement k-tuples on k trees. For convenience, we
call each node vi in a maximal leaf-agreement (leaf-agreement isomorphic) k-tuple (v1, v2, . . . , vk) as target.
Lemma 10. Algorithm MAXIMAL PAIRS(T1 ,T2) correctly computes all the maximal leaf-agreement pairs.
Proof. It is clear that, after executing lines 1–2, all the candidates are collected in S. By Lemma 8, for any two pairs,
either they are disjoint or one properly contains the other. This implies that v ∈ T1 is a target iff it is a candidate and
its ancestors are all not candidates. Clearly, after executing lines 3–7, all the targets in T1 are obtained because each
candidate which has a candidate ancestor will be deleted in line 6. Lemma 7 implies that if x is marked candidate,
then (x, y)(= (x, f1,2(x))) is a maximal leaf-agreement pair. Therefore, all the maximal pairs can be found in line 8
of the algorithm. 
Lemma 11. Algorithm MAXIMAL PAIRS(T1, T2) can be implemented to run in O(n) time.
Proof. By Lemma 3, line 1 can be implemented to run in O(n) time. By Lemma 9 and O(1)-time lca query [17],
each node v needs O(deg(v)) lca queries and thus the total number of lca queries taken over all nodes is O(n), where
deg(v) is the number of children of v. Therefore, line 2 can be implemented to run in O(n) time by a bottom-up
traversal of trees.
Lines 3–7 can be implemented as follows: level(v) for all nodes v can be computed in O(n) time using breadth-
first-search. The increasing order of level(v)’s can be obtained by counting-sort to sort n1(= O(n)) non-negative
integers level(v)’s with range [0, 1, . . . , n1] in O(n) time. During travelling of the current tree T , when a unmarked
candidate v is visited, we mark it and delete all the nodes of T [v] in O(p) time, where p is the number of nodes of
T [v]. Since all the nodes of T1 are processed at most twice, lines 3–7 can be implemented to run in O(n) time.
Since |S| = O(n), Line 8 can be implemented to run in O(n) time. Therefore, AlgorithmMAXIMAL PAIRS(T1, T2)
can be implemented to run in O(n) time. 
Our result on two trees can be further extended to solve the problem on k trees as shown below.
Theorem 1. Given a set of k phylogenetic trees T1, T2, . . . , Tk with L(Ti ) ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}, all the maximal leaf-
agreement k-tuples can be found in O(kn) time.
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Algorithm ISOMORPHIC PAIRS(T1 ,T2)
Input: Two phylogenetic trees T1 and T2 with L(Ti ) ⊆ {1, 2, . . . , n};
Output: A set I of maximal leaf-agreement isomorphic pairs.
1: Apply Algorithm MAXIMAL PAIRS(T1,T2) to output a set of maximal leaf-agreement pairs M = {(x, y)}.
2: for each pair (x, y) ∈ M do F test whether T1[x] and T2[y] are leaf-agreement isomorphic for each pair (x, y) ∈ M
3: for each node v in non-increasing order of level(v) of T1[x] do
4: if v is a leaf then
5: mark v
6: else F v is an internal node of T1[x]
7: let {v1, v2, . . . , vm } be the children of v
8: if all vi ’s are marked and f1,2(vi )’s are all the children of f1,2(v) then
9: mark v
10: else
11: ignore this pair F T1[x] and T2[y] are not leaf-agreement isomorphic descendent subtrees
12: Output I = {(x, y)| (x, y) ∈ M and x is marked}.
Fig. 5. Algorithm ISOMORPHIC PAIRS(T1, T2).
Proof. We describe our algorithmwith the following steps. In Step 1, we apply Algorithm RECONSTRUCTING TREES
to generate k auxiliary trees T1, T2, . . . , Tk . Note that L(T1) = L(T2) = · · · = L(Tk). By Lemma 3, this step takes
O(kn) time.
In Step 2, we find all the leaf-agreement k-tuples R = {(v1, v2, . . . , vk)| v1, v2, . . . , vk are all non-pseudo-
roots and L(T1[v1]) = L(T2[v2]) = · · · = L(Tk[vk])} as follows. By utilizing line 2 of Algorithm
MAXIMAL PAIRS(T1 ,Ti ) for all 2 ≤ i ≤ k, we can find f1,2(x), f1,3(x), . . . , f1,k(x) for each non-pseudo-root
node x ∈ T1. Then, (v, f1,2(v), . . . , f1,k(v)) ∈ R iff |L(T1[v])| = |L(T2[ f1,2(v)])| = · · · = |L(Tk[ f1,k(v)])|
and f1,2(x), f1,3(x), . . . , f1,k(x) are all non-pseudo-roots. Since line 2 of Algorithm MAXIMAL PAIRS can be
implemented to run in O(n) time by the proof of Lemma 11, thus this step can be implemented to run in O(kn)
time.
In Step 3, we mark all the targets of T1 using lines 3–7 of Algorithm MAXIMAL PAIRS. This step can be
implemented to run in O(n) time according to the proof of Lemma 11.
In Step 4, we output {(v, f1,2(v), . . . , f1,k(v))| (v, f1,2(v), . . . , f1,k(v)) ∈ R and v is marked }. Since |R| = O(n),
thus this step can be implemented to run in O(n) time. From the above analysis of Steps 1–4, the overall time
complexity is O(kn). As with a similar argument to show Lemma 10, it is not difficult to verify the correctness of the
algorithm. Therefore, the result holds. 
5. Solving the MLAIDS problem
Given a set of k phylogenetic trees, we aim at finding all the maximal leaf-agreement isomorphic k-tuples by
utilizing the method presented in Section 4. We begin solving the problem on k = 2. For two nodes x ∈ T1 and
y ∈ T2, it is clear that (x, y) is a maximal leaf-agreement isomorphic pair which implies that (x, y) is a maximal
leaf-agreement pair. By the definition of T1 ∼= T2, we have the following lemma.
Lemma 12. Let T1 and T2 be two phylogenetic trees with L(T1) = L(T2), and let v be a node in T1 with the children
{v1, v2, . . . , vm}. If T1[vi ] ∼= T2[ f1,2(vi )], and f1,2(vi ) are all the children of f1,2(v), for all 1 ≤ i ≤ m, then
T1[v] ∼= T2[ f1,2(v)].
We now present a linear-time algorithm in Fig. 5 to find maximal leaf-agreement isomorphic pairs on two trees.
Lemma 13. Algorithm ISOMORPHIC PAIRS(T1, T2) correctly computes all the maximal isomorphic pairs.
Proof. For two nodes x ∈ T1 and y ∈ T2, T1[x] and T2[y] are maximal leaf-agreement isomorphic descendent subtrees
imply that L(T1[x]) = L(T2[y]) and T1[x] and T2[y] are not descendent subtrees of another two leaf-agreement trees
T1[x ′] and T1[y′], respectively. Thus we only need to verify that for each maximal leaf-agreement pair (x, y), whether
T1[x] ∼= T2[y]. We define the height of a node v, denoted by height (v), in a tree is the number of edges on the longest
simple downward path from the node to a leaf. We next show by induction that lines 2–11 correctly verify whether
two descendent subtrees are leaf-agreement isomorphic:
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Claim 1. During executing lines 2–11, if a node v ∈ T1 is marked, then T1[v] ∼= T2[ f1,2(v)].
Proof of the claim. We prove the claim by induction on height(v).
BASIS: height(v) = 0. Then v is a leaf. The result holds because v ∈ T1 and f1,2(v) ∈ T2 are two one-node trees
with the same label. Assume the result holds on height(v) = h > 0.
INDUCTION STEP: Now we consider height(v) = h + 1. Let v1, v2, . . . , vm be the children of v. By lines 8–9, v
is marked provided that v1, v2, . . . , vm are all marked. By the induction hypothesis, T1[v1] ∼= T2[ f1,2(v1)], T1[v2] ∼=
T2[ f1,2(v2)], . . . , T1[vm] ∼= T2[ f1,2(vm)] hold. Moreover, f1,2(vi )’s for all 1 ≤ i ≤ m are the children of f1,2(v)
(verified by line 8). By Lemma 12, T1[v] ∼= T2[ f1,2(v)]. The result of this claim holds.
Therefore, for a maximal leaf-agreement pair (x, y), if x is marked, then T1[x] ∼= T2[ f1,2(x)](= T2[y]), then our
algorithm outputs it by line 12. On the other hand, if x is unmarked, then there exists some descendant, say v, of x
such that a descendent subtree T1[v] of T1[x] is not leaf-agreement isomorphic to a descendent subtree T2[ f1,2(v)] of
T2[y]. In such a case, lines 10–11 will ignore the pair (x, y). Thus the algorithm is correct. 
We next analyze the time complexity of Algorithm ISOMORPHIC PAIRS(T1, T2).
Lemma 14. Algorithm ISOMORPHIC PAIRS(T1, T2) can be implemented to run in O(n) time.
Proof. By Lemma 11, line 1 can be implemented to run in O(n) time. Before proceeding to analyze lines 2–11,
we first note that level(v)’s for all nodes v in T1 can be computed in O(n) time. Assume that the number of nodes
of T1 is n1 = O(n). By utilizing the counting sort to sort n1 non-negative integers with range [0, 1, . . . , n1], the
decreasing order of level(v)’s can be computed in O(n) time. We also note that f1,2(v)’s for all nodes v in T1 can
also be computed in O(n) time by the proof of Lemma 11. We assume that f1,2(v) for all nodes v ∈ T1 are stored in
an auxiliary table during the computation of Algorithm MAXIMAL PAIRS. Moreover, by utilizing the representation
of T2, we can compute, in advance, the number of children of each node in T2 in O(n2 + m2) = O(n) time, where
n2 and m2 are the number of nodes and edges of T2, respectively. Then, lines 2–11 can be implemented as follows.
We visit all the nodes of T1 in non-increasing order of level()’s in O(n) time, and process each node v in O(1) time
depending on the following two cases:
CASE 1: v is a leaf. Mark v.
CASE 2: v is an internal node. Assume that {v1, v2, . . . , vm} be the children of v. We mark v if all vi ’s are marked,
and f1,2(vi ) are all the children of f1,2(v). This checking can be carried out in O(deg(v)) time, where deg(v)
is the number of children of v in T1.
After travelling T1 together with the above operations, lines 2–11 can be implemented to run in O(n1 + m1) = O(n)
time.
Because |M | = O(n), line 12 can be easily implemented to run in O(n) time. Therefore, Algorithm
ISOMORPHIC PAIRS(T1, T2) can be implemented to run in O(n) time. 
Our result on two trees can be further extended to solve the problem on k trees as shown below.
Theorem 2. Given a set of k phylogenetic trees T1, T2, . . . , Tk with L(Ti ) ⊆ {1, 2, . . . , n}, the maximal leaf-
agreement isomorphic k-tuples can be found in O(kn) time.
Proof. Our algorithm is described as follows. First, we generate the maximal leaf-agreement k-tuples in O(kn) time
by Theorem 1. Next, for each maximal leaf-agreement k-tuple (v1, v2, . . . , vk), we verify whether T1[v1] ∼= T2[v2] ∼=
· · · ∼= Tk[vk] as follows. Note that
T1[v1] ∼= T2[v2] ∼= · · · ∼= Tk[vk] iff T1[v1] ∼= T2[v2], T1[v1] ∼= T3[v3], . . . , T1[v1] ∼= Tk[vk] (1)
That is, (v1, v2, . . . , vk) is a maximal leaf-agreement isomorphic k-tuple iff (v1, v2), (v1, v3), . . . , (v1, vk) are all
maximal leaf-agreement isomorphic pairs. By executing lines 2–11 of Algorithm ISOMORPHIC PAIRS(T1, Ti ) for all
2 ≤ i ≤ k, we can verify whether (v1, vi )’s are maximal leaf-agreement isomorphic pairs in O(kn) time. We note
that the number of the maximal leaf-agreement isomorphic k-tuples is bounded by O(n). As with a similar method to
implement lines 2–11 of Algorithm ISOMORPHIC PAIRS(,), the maximal leaf-agreement isomorphic k-tuples can be
obtained in O(kn) time. 
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By Theorems 1 and 2, we summarize our main result below.
Theorem 3. Both the MLADS problem and the MLAIDS problem can be solved in linear time.
6. Conclusion
In this paper, we consider the problems of finding maximal descendent subtrees on a set of phylogenetic trees
whose leaves are drawn from {1, 2, . . . , n} and the leaves for two arbitrary trees are not necessarily the same. We
show that both the MLADS problem and the MLAIDS problem can be solved in linear time. Our algorithms work
on phylogenetic trees whose internal nodes are unlabelled representing unknown ancestors of species. As a matter of
fact, our algorithms can be easily modified to deal with the case where the internal nodes of a given tree have different
labels.
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